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Some Saudi observers have downplayed the king’s
invitation to the amir, saying he was only following proto-
col and he had invited the Qatari leader to last year’s
summit as well. But signs of a thaw have emerged despite
Doha refusing to bow to the boycotting countries’
demands that it shutter Doha-based broadcaster Al-
Jazeera, downgrade ties with Iran and close a Turkish mil-
itary base in Qatar.

Off the pitch, Qatar’s Foreign Minister Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman Al-Thani met with officials in Saudi for talks
last month, according to an Arab diplomatic source, raising
the prospect of a breakthrough at the Riyadh summit.
Qatar’s Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani has been
represented by senior officials at GCC summits since the
economic embargo was imposed in June 2017, despite hav-
ing received invitations.

“For the amir to attend will depend on whether the
Saudis can keep their side of the bargain, which would be
to lift at least the flight ban or open their side of the bor-
der,” said King’s College London assistant professor
Andreas Krieg. The regional schism has seen families
divided and Qatari businesses face increased costs as well
as complicated regional travel and diplomatic efforts. But
despite apparent enthusiasm for a resolution, a face-sav-
ing way out still needs to be devised.

Gulf powerhouse Saudi Arabia has adopted aggressive
policies under de facto leader Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman - from a bombing campaign in Yemen to con-
frontation with Shiite rival Iran, in addition to the Qatar
rift. Recent attacks on the kingdom’s oil facilities and the
blowback from Washington’s combative stance towards
Iran appear to have prompted Saudi Arabia and its allies
to moderate their stance in the region. Riyadh’s plan to
float state oil giant Aramco on the stock market this
month, generating billions to fund an ambitious economic
transformation plan, is another impetus towards fence-
mending and stability.

Several diplomats in Doha have suggested that the
Saudi-led coalition seeking to pressure Doha may
diverge, with Riyadh pursuing reconciliation while the
UAE keeps its distance from Qatar. “So much animosity
has been directed against Qatar from (the UAE capital)
Abu Dhabi that those ties may be harder to repair than
the ones with Saudi Arabia,” said Ulrichsen. “It may be
that the terms of an agreement to put the past 30 months
behind them are worked out in secret.”

Outside of Qatar, there have been glimmers of a pos-
sible end-game to the spat which has seen the two sides
trade barbs on everything from access to the Muslim
holy city of Makkah to alleged Twitter hacking. Leading
Emirati politics professor Abdulkhaleq Abdulla, an
authority on the UAE’s political thinking, tweeted that
the end of the boycott could be in sight following the
Gulf Cup announcement. Abdulla called the decision “as
political as it is sporting”. “Football... may open the door
for the travel of sports fans to Qatar to support their
teams, which means necessarily lifting the travel ban to
Qatar and the return of Gulf cohesion.” — AFP 
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Trump was furious, and criticized the Canadian
leader for not meeting NATO members’ target of
spending two percent of GDP on defense.   

The run-up to the summit had been marked by
Macron branding the alliance “brain dead” and
demanding a new strategy, reopening a dialogue with
Russia and refocusing on the fight against Islamist ter-
rorism. Afterwards Macron stood by his incendiary lan-
guage, declaring: “I am happy to have launched the
debate, it seemed to me indispensable.” 

Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan withdrew
a threat to block the updated Baltic defense plan unless
his allies agreed to brand the Kurdish militias of north-
eastern Syria that helped defeat the Islamic State
group “terrorists”. Macron rejected Ankara’s call, say-
ing that while he was sensitive to Turkish concerns
about terror, he would not conflate “different political
and military groups”.

Despite the rancor, the 29 managed to agree a
“London Declaration” and Erdogan withdrew his objec-
tions after an unscheduled side meeting with Trump. “In
challenging times, we are stronger as an alliance, and our
people safer,” the declaration said. “Our bond and mutu-
al commitment have guaranteed our freedoms, our val-
ues, and our security for 70 years.”

The statement was the first from NATO to acknowl-
edge the growing strategic challenge posed by China,
and also stressed the need for a stronger coordinated
response against terrorism. It held out the possibility
of “a constructive relationship with Russia when
Russia’s actions make that possible” but stressed the
threat posed by Moscow’s deployment of intermediate
range nuclear missiles. And, in a nod to French and
German concerns about NATO’s strategic direction,
the members asked Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg to consult experts to strengthen the
alliance’s “political dimension”. 

In recent weeks Macron tried to shake up the agen-
da by demanding a review of alliance strategy, but
Trump hit back. “I think that’s very insulting,” Trump
said of Macron’s assertion last month that NATO is
experiencing “brain death”. “Nobody needs NATO
more than France,” he warned. “It’s a very dangerous
statement for them to make.”

Macron also turned his fire on Turkey, noting that its
forces have attacked the Kurdish militia that backed the
allies against the Islamic State in Syria - and he
accused Ankara of working with “ISIS proxies”. Trump
has defended Stoltenberg’s record of pushing allies for
increased defense spending, but he reiterated his own
long-standing complaints. Only nine of NATO’s 29
members have reached the target agreed at its 2014
summit to spend two percent of their GDP on defense
before 2024. Trump, who cited in particular Germany as
falling short for spending only 1.2 percent of GDP, held
lunch talks with the so-called “two percenters”. — AFP 
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AL-NEHAYA, Egypt: The name of the remote
Egyptian village Al-Nehaya sounds much like the
Arabic word for “the end”, which is sadly fitting given
the grinding poverty endured by most of its people.
Years of political and economic turmoil since the 2011
Arab Spring have worsened hardship in a country
where one in three people live below the poverty line.

One of them is 75-year-old Hanem Al-Zanati, who,
sitting under the straw roof of her bare-brick home,
talked about life in the destitute settlement of 10,000
people in the remote Upper Nile region. “All I want is a
fridge and a small bed,” she said, as if these objects
were fantastic luxuries. Zanati has a broken wrist but
said she can’t afford to see a doctor because her hus-
band’s pension comes to just 700 Egyptian pounds
($43) a month.

Nehaya lacks its own health care center as well as a
middle or secondary school, a reliable water or elec-
tricity supply or a sewage system. Most people survive
on hardscrabble agriculture, growing mostly maize and
wheat, here in Assiut province, Egypt’s poorest, some
400 km south of Cairo. With typical day wages around
80 pounds, or $4, many have abandoned the village in
search of better lives in urban centers such as
Alexandria and the mega-city of Cairo.

Many tourists and investors have shunned Egypt
since the upheaval that overthrew long-time president
Hosni Mubarak. Since 2014, former army chief Abdel
Fattah Al-Sisi has ruled. A sharp fall in the pound has
driven up costs of everyday goods, the pain made
worse by austerity measures in line with demands from
the International Monetary Fund. There may be sim-
mering discontent but few open expressions of anger in
a country with a massive, feared security apparatus and
overcrowded prisons.

The poverty rate among Egypt’s 100 million people
jumped to 32.5 percent last year, up from 27.8 percent
in 2015, says official statistics agency CAPMAS. The
government has launched family income support pro-
grams such as the 2014 “Solidarity and Dignity” initia-
tive, which targeted more than nine million people. In
July, Sisi launched another plan for those in most need
called “Decent Life”.

The residents of Nehaya say state officials from the
project came to visit the village, promising to build a
new school and to restore old houses. But so far, little

has been done and conditions have remained the same,
they say. “Conditions here are beyond bad,” said a 20-
year-old public servant in Nehaya’s only elementary
school. Pupils use “dilapidated seats” and there are not
enough teachers, she said. 

Near the rickety elementary school building, may-
or Gamal Thabet was sitting on a simple wooden
bench. “Officials from the ‘Decent Life’ initiative visit-
ed, inspected homes and reviewed the demands,” he
told AFP. “But nothing has changed so far.” In the vil-
lage “there is only one elementary school, and the
bakery’s products do not cover the needs” of the

population, he said. Unable to afford transport to
schools outside the village, families have long called
for the allocation of land to build their own middle or
secondary school, he added.

Khaled Abdel Nasser, head of the presidential ini-
tiative in Assiut, blamed the delayed aid on red tape.
But he insisted the project is on track in Nehaya, say-
ing that “all those in need have been identified... and a
plot has been allocated for the school building”.

Elsewhere in the village, 31-year-old Mohamed
Mustafa appeared troubled as he stood outside his
small grocery shop, where goods lay on dusty shelves.

“My family and I live in a run-down house,” said the
father of five, leaning against a window to ease his
back pain. “All I need is two rooms, a kitchen and a
bathroom. “I get 400 pounds (about $25) in (social)
allowances but it is not even enough for my back
treatment.” Behind the village school stand two unfin-
ished buildings, one of them a mosque. A sign asking
for donations reads: “with God’s blessing the mosque
of Sayyidina Al-Hussein is under construction in
Nehaya village”. “There has been no progress in con-
struction for four months,” said one villager. “Nobody
has the money.” — AFP 

‘The end’: Poverty bites in 
remote Egyptian village 

Al-NEHAYA, Egypt: Egyptian men pose for a picture in an alley in this village in the province of Assiut in central Egypt on Nov 16, 2019. — AFP 

Indian navy sailors take part in Navy Day celebrations at the Gateway of India in Mumbai yesterday. — AFP 


